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ABSTRACT
This thesis analyzes groundbreaking experimental texts by Asian American writers that employ
genre-bending formal innovations to resist the uneasy containment of social hierarchies and
aesthetic categories. After a brief discussion of Monica Youn’s 2019 poem, “Study of Two
Figures (Pasiphaë/Sado),” I trace such experimentation back to the late twentieth century,
focusing on two other texts that explore similar strategies of literary experimentation and that
present themselves as novels but, as Youn does with poetry, resist that classification at the same
time. The experimental expansions of form in both Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee (1982) and
Pamela Lu’s Pamela: A Novel (1998) defy categorization and the containments of genre. Further,
the formal resistances of both texts repudiate social categorizations on the basis of ethnic, racial,
and gender containment. The hybrid forms of Dictee and Pamela: A Novel act as corollaries for
resistance to the racial and gender markers constructed by society to contain Asian American
identities.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Monica Youn’s experimental poem published in the February 2019 issue of Poetry
magazine, “Study of Two Figures (Pasiphaë /Sado),” is a study of containers. More specifically,
it presents a recurring image of a container to represent the social forces that bind people—
individuals and collectives—in ideas and labels. Youn’s container is physical and figurative: the
poem describes trapping both the Greek mythological figure Pasiphaë and the Korean prince
Sado in actual separate vessels, offering those physical containers as metaphors for racial
pigeonholing and tokenism. The figures in the poem are contained based on their races, or their
“Asianness,” as the poem states, and, more specifically, based on the way society perceives and
values those identities. The metaphor extends beyond those two central representative figures,
conveying throughout that the figure of the writer, indeed Monica Youn herself, is also put into a
“container” constructed by hierarchical, racist societies to limit and restrict people: “To mention
the Asianness of the figures is also to mention, by implication, the Asianness of the poet,” the
poem states. Youn is a twenty-first century Korean American poet, a nonwhite identity
marginalized by the centers of power. These hierarchies are based on race as well as ethnicity,
class, gender, and sexuality, and are used as containers to confine and suppress individuals.
Youn’s “Study of Two Figures” examines these kinds of socially constructed containers. The
fact that Youn’s text is both prose and poetry is itself resistant to the containers of genre
categorization.
Youn’s text is a ground-breaking, radical, and revolutionary employment of different
genres, forms, and modes of expression. Its hybridity marks it as a twenty-first century poem.
But Youn’s experimental hybridity is not without precedent: decades earlier, Theresa Ha Kyung
1

Cha and Pamela Lu were similarly deconstructing and reconstructing genre, poetic and prose
forms, and other modes of literary expression to resist containers imposed on them based on their
Asian American identities. This thesis analyzes the ways these important and innovative late
twentieth-century texts by Cha and Lu employ genre-bending formal innovations to examine,
interrogate, withstand, and counter the uneasy containment of social hierarchies and aesthetic
categories. Like Youn’s twenty-first century formal experiments, the experimental use of form in
both Cha’s Dictee (1982) and Lu’s Pamela: A Novel (1998) defy categorization and the
containments of genre through their expansive forms. Further, the formal resistances of both
texts extend to social categorizations on the basis of ethnic and racial containment. The
experimental, hybrid forms of Dictee and Pamela: A Novel act as corollaries for resistance to the
racial markers constructed by society to contain Asian American identities.
Youn, in 2019, constructs parallels for the Asian American experience that echoes Cha’s
and Lu’s cutting-edge writing. The genre-bending formal structure of Youn’s text both enacts
and critiques the containments it describes. For example, when Youn states in the poem that “to
mention the Asianness of the figures creates a ‘racial marker’ in the poem,” she is replicating
that racial marker and constructing that container which places herself within that container as
the poet. In repeatedly naming the shared “Asianness” as the racial marker, Youn contains
herself and the two figures—Pasiphaë and Sado—in their Asian identity. Additionally, by calling
attention to the shared “Asianness” of Pasiphaë and Sado, Youn expands this containment to also
include the audience because in mentioning race, Youn urges the audience to interact with their
own understanding of race, especially when Youn writes that “different people can be expected
to read the poem in different ways.” The poem becomes a metapoem where Youn addresses what
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the poem itself can and cannot be due to creating a “racial marker”: “Revealing a racial marker
in a poem is like revealing a gun in a story or like revealing a nipple in a dance.” Youn
maneuvers through this containment and categorization with the use of experimental formal
techniques in a way that resists and expands upon what is currently associated with social
hierarchies that dictate and contain people by their racial and ethnic identities.
Youn’s text tests the boundaries of what constitutes a poem. The structured repetition that
connects the sentence-stanzas presents this prose-like text as an incantatory free-verse poem, and
yet Youn’s layered logical reasoning throughout creates a text that often feels more essayistic
than poetic. In comparing both Pasiphaë and Sado, and the “artistic representations” of their
respective containers, Youn structures the sentence-stanzas to mirror one another. For example,
her parallel syntax and lines juxtapose gendered figures in which one is exposed as a symbol of
violence and the other as a symbol of sexuality:
The male figure slakes his violent desires and is punished. The male figure also functions
as a hot button, a means whereby the violent desires of tourists are slaked, while
generating discomfort in these tourists.

The female figure slakes her sexual desires and is punished. The female figure also
functions as a hot button, a means whereby the sexual desires of artists are slaked, while
generating discomfort in these artists. (Youn)
The mirrored structure of these paragraph-like free-verse stanzas create a poetic pattern despite
the overall language being essayistic, allowing for these lines—and the poem as a whole—to test
the boundaries of the genre of poetry. In comparing the “female figure” Pasiphaë and “the male
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figure” Sado, Youn captures their comparative similarities of their situations and their
containers’ “artistic representations” by repeating certain words and phrases such as “slakes,”
“figure,” and “generating discomfort,” but also creates contrast between the figures through
differing “violent” and “sexual desires.” This use of repetition and mirrored structure connects
the two sentence stanzas—and Pasiphaē’s and Sado’s containments—by creating a hypnotic
rhythm in the free-verse structures steeped in logical reasoning. While there are definitive
elements of poetry, such as the repetition of certain phrases and stanza-like structures, the poem
itself sounds like a new kind of poem that is not limited to the characteristics of the genre. These
sentence stanzas read like essays, but the use of such formal aesthetic qualities, like repetition,
question the associations between essayistic and poetic diction as separate entities and not
seamlessly united. Thus, in directly addressing the figurative and physical containers that
Pasiphaë and Sado find themselves trapped within, the poem actively expands its own
categorizations.
While Youn’s text is seemingly nontraditional, her forms and this practice of
experimentation follows a late-twentieth-century Asian American tradition of hybridity. Youn’s
formal experimentation in “Study of Two Figures (Pasiphaë /Sado)” echoes the expansive and
experimental forms of Cha’s Dictee and Lu’s Pamela: A Novel. The expansive experimentations
of texts published in the late twentieth century, Cha’s in 1982 and Lu’s in 1998, laid the
foundation for Youn and other Asian American writers to push aesthetically beyond the
containments of race, ethnicity, and gender. In what follows, I will track the history and current
discourses of Asian American experimental writing before examining the divergent
experimentations of Dictee and Pamela: A Novel.
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II. CURRENT TRENDS IN ASIAN AMERICAN LITERARY STUDIES
The practice of containment and the study of race within the field of Asian American
literary studies are linked in that the racial and ethnic identities of Asian Americans act as
containers that limits the expansive categories they aim to represent. “Asian American” is a
“panethnic category” that brings together “members of various diasporas across different
historical moments” (Parikh xxi). This racial category includes people who identify as Asian as
well as those who have been labeled “by others as Asian or ‘Oriental’” (Parikh xxi). Regardless
of their desire to be labeled as “Asian American,” Asian Americans encompass a variety of
people who are contained and categorized together by their similar appearances as “Oriental” or
as the “perpetual foreigner” in American society. Similarly, in Asian American literary studies,
this political label contains writers and their literary work based on their racial and ethnic
background.
This field of literary study has traditionally generalized “Asian American” literature as
encompassing a variety of writers whose work expands beyond the confinements of a single
ethnic or racial grouping. The label “Asian American,” with its complex political history, brings
together multiple ethnic identities into a singular voice for Asian America; however, this mass
grouping ignores the key differences attached to each ethnic identity that share this
categorization. Min Hyoung Song discusses the capaciousness of the term, as well as its
limitations: “If the term ‘Asian America’ refers to a single racial group whose experiences are
somehow held in common despite the many differences that cleave to the populations it seeks to
represent, it is a term held in low repute by many authors whose interests branch off into multiple
directions” (4). This term, with its political and historical contexts, limits who is included within
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“Asian America” to mostly East, and some Southeast, Asian identities. The term also comes with
a certain image of Asian America where Asian Americans are the so-called “model minority,”
branded with a “cultural expectation” to be intelligent, “self-reliant,” and “uncomplaining”
(University of Texas at Austin). The image of an Asian American as the model minority was
often deployed in an attempt to portray Asian Americans in a robotically positive manner—as in
ideal American citizens—especially in the late 1960s. Such Asian American critics of the time
wanted to share literature that negated the common stereotypes of the time, but, in turn, criticized
any work that examined problematic aspects of Asian and Asian American culture or history. For
example, after the release of Maxine Hong Kingston’s formative autobiographical text, The
Woman Warrior (1976), several Chinese American critics criticized Kingston for
“misrepresenting Chinese and Chinese American culture” and for perpetuating a negative
stereotype that depicts “Chinese American men as sexist” (Cheung 238-9). Viet Thanh Nguyen,
in his study on Asian American literature titled Race and Resistance: Literature and Politics in
Asian America, argues that the field of Asian American studies “self-consciously” seeks out
literary works that are, in some capacity, “politically progressive or even radical” (Song 8). In
doing so, this study of a selected pool of literature emphasizes a particular image in which Asian
American studies—and by extension, Asian America—is as progressive and radical as the
literary texts that are studied.
While the politized term “Asian American” for identification and racial-based
categorization comes with its set expectations—in that the image of an Asian American is,
specifically, an East Asian progressive and even radical individual—it is a containment that
writers of such identity have found ways to resist. As early as the Asian American movement
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that started in the late 1960s, Asian American writers blended rigidly defined genres—the novel
and the autobiography—to better fit the narratives they wish to tell, “transgressing the
boundaries between fiction and fact and exaggerating and distorting the reality” of many ethnic
groups portrayed (Koshy 1053). Experimental writing, or avant-garde aesthetics in literature,
continued to offer wildly new avenues for rejecting containment and its limitations. Timothy Yu,
in Race and the Avant Garde: Experimental and Asian American Poetry Since 1965, describes
avant-garde as “an aesthetic and a social grouping, defined as much by its formation of a
distinctive kind of community as by its revolutionary aesthetics” (2). This “social grouping”
often blends the aesthetic practices of writing with the social and political situation of its time
thus incorporating political ideologies and social movements into the very experimentation of
aesthetic form and poetics. The label of “experimental” and the avant-garde categorization in
itself is overly broad as there is no set definition for what classifies a text as experimental.
According to Yu, in an article titled “Asian American Poetry in the First Decade of the 2000s,”
experimentation up until and continuing into the twenty-first century, especially in texts by Asian
American writers, focused on “fragmentation, linguistic exploration, and cultural hybridity”
(820), which employed a “wide range of poetic practices that diverged from the first-person,
postconfessional lyric by foregrounding, to varying degrees, poetic form” (821). However, Asian
American avant-garde literary practices have not been received as positively within the field of
Asian American Studies, as Joseph Jeon addresses in his book Racial Things, Racial Forms:
As opposed to novels and memoirs, which have been more prominent in Asian American
literature, and to the activist poetry most fully realized in the 1960s and 1970s, avantgarde Asian American poetry was sometimes regarded as overly obtuse and failing to
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address the realities of the lived world. Often difficult and unfamiliar, avant-garde poetry
seemed anathema to the populist ethos of Asian American Studies and ambivalent to the
history that occasioned the social movement in the first place. (xxv).
Avant-garde poetry in the Asian American literary context stands separate from the commonly
acknowledged and studied forms of writing by Asian American authors—overtly
autobiographical fiction and poetry of the mid to late twentieth century, for example—for its
perceived inability to “address the realities of the lived world” (Jeon xxv). However, despite
early criticisms of Asian American avant-garde practices, writers continued to explore and
experiment with language and themes. Through this experimentation, Asian American literature
was effectively able to defy containment of the Asian American and avant-garde label,
expanding upon these established literary containers. Indeed, experimental Asian American
literature of the twentieth century, such as Dictee and Pamela: A Novel, paved the way for
twenty-first century writers like Monica Youn to resist containers—of genre and of identity—in
an aesthetic manner.
While Asian American writers continue to resist containment on the basis of race by
experimenting with formal attributes within their work, the field of Asian American studies has
not yet fully examined this phenomenon in Asian American literature. Dorothy Wang points out
this lapse while helping to fill it. She notes in Thinking Its Presence: Form, Race, and
Subjectivity in Contemporary Asian American Poetry that there is a “scholarly overconcern with
the cultural including the political—dismissed as unspecified ‘anxieties’ and ‘prejudices’—
[that] has seduced serious literary scholars away from the proper study of the literary” (4). Asian
American literature has, thus, largely been studied and taught for its subject matter and the
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telling of cultural experiences, including immigrant narratives, rather than for the “aesthetic
qualities,” or formal poetic attributes, of the text (Yu 414). Aesthetic qualities are often
overlooked in favor of discussing subject matter, particularly in relation to “racial markers”
(Youn) that are contained by the Asian American label and portrayed experience. In emphasizing
and analyzing the content of a text, the aesthetic qualities, and their relationship with the
content—as well as its own informed historical and political influence—are left understudied,
effectively containing Asian American texts on the basis of racial experience, despite the efforts
to resist such containment presented through its formal attributes. However, this is not to say that
the study of aesthetic qualities in Asian American literature is to be post-racial; rather, the very
aesthetic qualities at play within a text can inform, reflect, and critique the racial markers they
represent.
In response to Wang’s concerns, I will explore the hybrid texts Dictee and Pamela: A
Novel for their use of literary experimentation as a means to examine the content of the text.
While both texts feature important cultural themes and invite relevant discourse on such topics
common to the field of Asian American literary studies, the respective “aesthetic qualities” of
Dictee and Pamela: A Novel speak to the themes present within the subject matter of the texts
and should not be ignored in discussing the relevance and presence of social hierarchies
perpetuated by race, ethnicity, and gender, among others, that shape the writing.
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III. BLENDED SUBJECTIVITIES OF CHA’S DICTEE
Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee employs experimental, hybrid forms to resist its
containment on the basis of racial and gender identity—of both the writer and the characters—as
well as aesthetic categories. Published in 1982, Dictee, known for its elusiveness and
complexity, is studied widely within Asian American studies, particularly for its handling and
exploration of its broader themes, which include language, memory, and identity. Its story is
structured around several women—including Korean activist Yu Guan Soon, Cha’s mother, and
many other unnamed women—through a variation of fragmented texts, caption-less photographs,
and documented typography. In this, the text effectively resists its containment to a specific
genre, combining poetry with prose-like paragraphs, as well as images and documents. Further,
in defying this container of literary genres, Dictee rejects being confined to the practices and
expectations associated with being a Korean American.
Dictee’s hybrid use of text and images creates a kind of textual museum that displays
memories, incorporating different forms to expand beyond one genre or voice. Anne Anlin
Cheng describes the novel’s exhibition-like presentation of memory: “acts of recollection (in the
sense of memory recall) are frequently indistinguishable from acts of collection (in the sense of
gathering bits of objects)” (119). These “acts of recollection” and “collection,” as Cheng refers to
them, are represented throughout the text, particularly through its use of form wherein memory
and collected fragments seemingly are one and the same. These forms of collected and
recollected actions—of images, documents, words, and ideas—blend in a hybrid form that
shapes the text. The individual sections, the unnamed chapters that divide the book between each
figure, include various and differing forms, all unique and distinct from one another. These
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forms often range from mimicking the shape of poetry or prose, to having some pages feature
unaccompanied images that act as if they are meant to be “read.” In the section “Urania
Astronomy,” for example, the anatomical images that begin and end this section add a new layer
to the text, one that asks the audience to actively engage and read the text written on the images
as a way to better interpret the themes and ideas presented within the section, such as the
relationship of memory and language on the human body (see figures 1 and 2).
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Fig. 1. Anatomical illustration of the human body detailed and annotated in Chinese; Cha, Theresa Hak Kyung.
Dictee. University of California Press, 2001, pp. 63.
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.
Fig. 2Anatomical illustrations of the human larynx; Cha, Theresa Hak Kyung. Dictee. University of California
Press, 2001, pp. 74.
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These diagrams, while appearing to be in contrast—particularly in the literal color of the pages
visually showcasing the text’s repeated opposites of dark and light interpenetrating—come
together to inform the themes of identity and language. The first diagram that begins the section
is an anatomical depiction of the human body from the front and back marked with Chinese
characters (Fig. 1) and is paired with the section’s opening lines depicting a scene where the
speaker’s blood is drawn: “She takes my left arm, tells me to make a fist, then open” (64). The
inclusion of the full-body Chinese acupuncture chart before the opening of the section
emphasizes the importance of the body in the following pages. In contrast, the image that closes
the section of “Urania Astronomy” is that of a medical diagram detailing the human body as
well, but with an emphasis and labeling of the throat and larynx. These two images alone speak
to the contradictions of East and West—the depiction of the body through different perspectives
and languages where one diagram depicts the entire body in one language (Chinese) and the
other depicts a specific area of the body in another language (English). Furthermore, the content
described within the images, where the first diagram is one of the full-body and the closing
image is that of a specific location of the body, highlight the idea of containment mentioned in
this section. The needle used on the speaker contains their blood, and that blood contains history,
language, and identity; blood, ink, history, and language, here, are markers of identity, or as Cha
writes, “contents housed in membranes…Conceived for a single purpose and for the purpose
only. To contain” (64). The differentiation and specification of language and location of the two
central images of “Clio History” emphasize the themes of the section—containment, voices, and
silence—by narrowing the scope of discussion from the entire body to the area where voice and
silence happens, but also notes the contradictions of identity, particularly one of racial identities.
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The inclusion of images and various documents in Dictee heightens the message Cha
attempts to address within the text: memory, whether of the individual or the collective, is pieced
together through a collection of moments, images, and words, where, independently, these
memories are “decapitated,” but together they are “whole” (38). Even the written text shows this
concept of fragmented memory. Cha’s avant-garde use of language particularly the lyrical
ungrammatical and fragmented sentence structures that are found throughout the text, plays with
the basic understanding of language, and by extension, the understanding of memory and
identity. In detailing the history and life of Korean revolutionary Yu Guan Soon, who
demonstrated and organized against Japanese colonial rule of Korea in 1919, in “Clio History,”
namely the martyrdom of Guan Soon’s imprisonment and life, Cha writes about the nature of
memory and time:
Some will not know age. Some not age. Time stops. Time will stop for some. For them
especially. Eternal time. No age. Time fixes for some. Their image, the memory of them
is not given to deterioration, unlike the captured image that extracts from the soul
precisely by reproducing, multiplying itself. Their countenance evokes not the hallowed
beauty, beauty from seasonal decay, evokes not the inevitable, not death, but the dy-ing.

Face to face with memory, it misses. It’s missing. Still. What of time. Does not move.
Remains there. Misses nothing. Time, that is. All else. All things else. All other, subject
to time. Must answer to time, except. Still born. Aborted. Barely. Infant. Seed, germ,
sprout, less even. Dormant. Stagnant. Missing.
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The decapitated forms. Worn. Marred, recording a past, of previous forms. The present
form face to face reveals the missing, the absent. Would-be-said remnant, memory. But
the remnant is the whole. (37-38)
This text that closes the section is fragmented and choppy, especially when compared to the
previous paragraphs that spoke to Yu Guan Soon’s biography. In shifting from complete
sentences to sentence fragments (“Eternal time. No age”), the idea of “decapitated forms”
becomes apparent as the text itself comes to represent such form. This, however, shows the effect
of the passage of time on memory—as the present becomes the past, remnants of memory and
people remain and “reveals the missing” (38) Yet, paradoxically, in its remnant of an entire
memory, it is “the whole” as it tells a history, even if incomplete. As time weathers memory,
parts of the “whole” are left missing but, from the remaining pieces a story forms. This section,
“Clio History,” closes with an image—another remnant of a memory—that features the
fragmented words written on a document (see Fig 3).
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Fig. 3 Cha, Theresa Hak Kyung. Dictee. University of California Press, 2001, pp. 40-41.
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This image, a handwritten draft of the text appearing before the document, acts, too, as a
remnant of a memory. Cha provides multiple modes, visual and written, to communicate these
ideas of fragmented memory—the visual storytelling of language within these varying forms
constructs memory. In depicting memory—of both the collective and individual—through
various images, documents, portraits, and sentence fragments, Dictee emphasizes the
“decapitated” and disembodied, yet fluid, subjectivity.
The form in Dictee deepens the idea of a fluid subjectivity by incorporating multiple
languages—namely French, English, Korean, and Chinese—and images. Its fluid and evershifting subjectivity rejects containment to a single subject and, indeed, reflects in the shape of
the text itself. With the multiple and changing forms of the text—where poetic stanzas of the
section “Urania Astronomy” transform into prose-like paragraphs of the next section
“Melpomene Tragedy”—Dictee resists categorization to a singular genre, as well as a to a single
subject. Throughout the text, there are multiple speakers and narrators, just as there are multiple
figures being addressed. While there is the occasional “I” that is present in some of the sections
of the text, Cha’s work centers a disembodied “I” where there is no one singular “I” that is fixed
to a tangible being. Because of this, there are multiple and ever-shifting narrators and speakers,
just as there are multiple and shifting subjects throughout the course of Dictee. Eventually, the
“I” transforms into “we” within paragraphs, blending the perspectives and conflating any
perception of a narrator. For example, the speaker in the section “Melpomene Tragedy,” which is
a letter written to the speaker’s mother, transforms between multiple pronouns, but notably shifts
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from the plural “we”—which includes the speaker and their mother—to the singular “I’ to denote
the speaker’s experience:
We fight the same war. We are inside the same struggle seeking the same destination. We
are severed in Two by an abstract enemy an invisible enemy under the title of liberators
who have conveniently named the severance, Civil War. Cold War. Stalemate.

I am in the same crowd, the same coup, the same revolt, nothing has changed…

I feel the tightening of the crowd body to body now the voices rising thicker I hear the
break the single motion tearing the break left of me right of me the silence of the other
direction advance before.... (81-82)
The first-person plural “we” shifts into the first-person singular “I” within these paragraphs,
which effectively unifies the personal feelings of the narrator about “the tightening of the crowd”
and the collective “we” through the “same struggle.” While there is a contrast between the
individual and the collective, there is a blend of sameness and difference present. In combining
the subjects of each section, and moving from “I” to “we,” a sifting, transforming, and
disembodied subject resists its label as a singular, embodied subject, just as the hybrid form of
the text rejects containment to a singular genre.
Similar to how the shifting subjects speak from different perspectives towards the
constant and conflicting process of ever-changing identities, the hybrid form that alternates
between prose, poetry, and images in Dictee suggests a moving, conflicting, and even
paradoxical identity that cannot be contained to a singular presence. The use of complex, varied,
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and fragmented forms—the images, handwritten letters, and the accompanied lyrical prose—
throughout the text provides a layered understanding the stories. The hybrid form and multimedia of Dictee continues to escape the categorization of either fiction or autobiography, and
either prose or poetry, thus integrating a multiplicity of genres into one.
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IV. FLUIDITY IN PAMELA: A NOVEL
Pamela Lu’s Pamela: A Novel avoids categorization and containment in an
easily recognizable genre—the novel––with its highly experimental form and subject matter.
Regarded as a “masterpiece of the twentieth century” (Wilson 9), Pamela: A Novel eloquently
explores time, identity, and the self through lyrical and evocative reflections in prose that detail
the ambiguous interactions and relationships of an unnamed narrator and their group of friends,
named after single letters of the alphabet or initials. The form of Pamela: A Novel actively resists
classification into containers of genre: novel, poem, nonfiction, autobiography, etc. Despite the
title, Pamela: A Novel, the text is not easily defined as “a novel”; in fact, the text arguably rejects
the container its own title presents, creating a paradox in and of itself. While labeled as a novel,
the text expands upon such self-categorization: Pamela’s form, essentially, rejects the traditional
promises of a novel, featuring, for example, extended essay-like paragraphs rather than clearly
defined chapters or sections that break the text into chunks of time and thought. The form of the
text experiments with the shape of extensive and lengthy paragraphs that fill pages throughout
the text. These excessive paragraphs highlight the immersive stream of consciousness the main
character, P, undergoes. Pamela also presents a text with no dialogue or defined characters,
attributes that are generally associated with novels. These undefined characters, who are
themselves alphabetical characters, do not actively speak but express their thoughts and opinions
through the narrative voice of P—who, as noted by Jill Darling in “A Crisis of Memory:
Narrative Form and Identity Construction in Pamela Lu’s Pamela: A Novel,” “functions as one
reporting a life instead of remembering” (5). Thus, the alphabetical characters move and grow
throughout the text. These aesthetic qualities combine to create a form that resists the label of “A
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Novel,” emphasizing the text’s own title while problematizing it. In its formal resistance, this
contradiction and paradox of genre, implied by the title, frees the text from being contained into
the definition of genre and performing to meet the conventions of a novel.
As the form resists and frees the text from generic containment, the form of Pamela: A
Novel allows for a fluid subjectivity. The very form and shape of the text effectively creates a
space for subjects to be fluid and shifting between the first-person singular “I” and the firstperson plural “we.” When the narrator, P, speaks on communication and language through their
experiences with R, denoted by the pronoun “she,” they recall the unfamiliarity of their
perceived untranslatable conversations that transformed into sameness:
it was not until she appeared one night at a house reading in San Francisco wearing an
orange dress and narrating the particulars of her recent femme self-awareness that I
suddenly realized how we spoke not just a foreign language but the same foreign
language, and how we had, unknowingly and seemingly without effort, became a ‘we.’
(27)
While this paragraph does note the literal becoming of “we” for the narrator, P, and their friend,
R, in that they both share experiences and the “same foreign language,” both characters become
one through the transition towards the first-person plural “we” (27). This shift highlights their
commonality and sameness, as well as their “otherness” that makes their language “foreign.” The
form of this further emphasizes this awareness of the characters as a “collective whole” with
extended sentences that run on to shape the length of the paragraph. The very use of lengthy
sentences and paragraphs within the text, particularly in this paragraph, stretches the line that
would otherwise coherently distinguish the numerous characters of the text to the point unclarity,
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allowing for this ensemble to become a blended, singular subject. Even so, these lengthy
paragraphs, combined with the disembodied subjects represented as either single or serialized
alphabetical letters, seamlessly conjoin as multiple characters are mentioned when discussing
one character’s experience or expressions. When the narrator begins to center C and his writing,
the paragraph that is seemingly dedicated to him pivots to include another character, YJ, and her
writing:
For C wrote with all the awful clarity and slenderness of someone who had grown up
Asian in Indiana, the memory of anger and that daily experience of coming home single
to watch the double of his face peel away from itself in the mirror now sublimated into a
stunning command of the English language that manifested itself as poetry, or a series of
eloquent, articulate stabs at reality. YJ wrote also with clarity but none of the slenderness:
her characters wore the fact of their bewilderment like layers of clothes which were
continually going out of fashion and which they could never take off. (17)
And in the paragraph following, YJ appears again but as the gendered “she” before quickly
moving to the plural “we”:
As a consequence, she occupied the contemporary position of always being foreign to
herself…We were using a borrowed language to add more words to our names, and to
develop a picture of ourselves, the shape of which we could only infer from out
surroundings, since the original exposure had been taken long before we had thought to
look, or even realized that looking was required. (17-18)
The fluid transition between the named subjects C and YJ to the plural “we”—which implied the
inclusion of the narrative voice P—shows that these disembodied subjects are, indeed, connected
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to one another. The simple mention of YJ after discussing C’s writing links the two together, and
the eventual “we” that follows further joins the narrator with them. In tackling a variety of
subjects and topics that seamlessly blend into one another through the stream-of-consciousness
narration, Lu allows for the characters to move along with these topics and remain connected to
one another, noting the fluid subjectivity of the text folding into one another and expanding
beyond the presence of an alphabetical letter or pronoun.
The use of initials as names for the characters of Pamela marks a resistance to the
forming of concrete ideas and notions about these characters. The form of the text heightens this
resistance of characterization as the continuous and long paragraph structure blends moments,
scenes, topics, and even characters into one. For example, within one paragraph, spanning the
length of a page, we shift from A to R to “I” (assumed to be P), all of whom become one voice
by the end of the paragraph. These characters themselves are often the “‘them’ that [they
themselves] were talking about” (Lu 34) as the form merges together recounted conversations
and discussions that occurred in the past. The form, in blending these characters, allows for a
more fluid subjectivity where these undefined characters become one as the paragraphs move
forward in time and onto different topics, leaving these characters to be fragmented, combined
memories. Indeed, the form within Pamela: A Novel, in its resistance to being pinned to a
specific singular genre, rejects opportunities for clearly defined, concrete, and distinct characters
to emerge and, thus, effectively blends these figments of characters into one collected,
shapeshifting voice. In resisting containment to a particular genre, the text and its expansive form
also limits categorical containment. Even as Lu continuously notes the racialized Asian identity
of the fluid subjects, Pamela: A Novel extends beyond the expectations of an Asian American
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literary text. Lu’s innovative writing places the Asian American experience at the forefront—
with topics such as assimilation, language, and identity formation—but reaches beyond this
experience and identity by rejecting a coherent category for which the text and its subjects
clearly belong. With its multiple characters connected to one another, the fluid subjectivity of
Pamela essentially ensures the inability to categorize based on ethnic, gender, and sexual
identities. As the form of Pamela: A Novel resists its containment to a singular genre, it also
actively works to resist the racialized and gendered social hierarchies that have become
containers in American society.
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V. CONCLUSION
In her book, Thinking its Presence, Dorothy Wang argues for closely studying the formal
aesthetic attributes, and not separating its importance from the poem’s sociopolitical contexts
and content. The links between thematic and contextualized content and the employments of
aesthetic qualities inform one another; yet, as Wang addresses, non-white writers and their
formal experimentations are too often overlooked. By studying the formal experimentations of
non-white writers as “ethnographic reportage,” essential issues surrounding race, ethnicity, and
gender risk being “deflected” and left understudied (Wang 221). In separating form from
historical and social contexts, the political and cultural concepts that stand foundational to the
usage of aesthetic techniques are left obscured. Wang is discussing poetry specifically, but as
Monica Youn demonstrates, Asian American literary texts tend to absorb multiple genres. In
fact, writers of the late twentieth century innovate literary language and form in ways that deepen
the connections between aesthetic qualities and context through formal experimentation. Both
Cha and Lu’s exploration of forms as they use it to emphasize the sociopolitical contexts that
influence them. For Cha’s Dictee, Korea’s colonial history and its impact on language, memory,
and identity shaped the formal aesthetic employments of varying images and ungrammatical text,
while for Lu’s Pamela: A Novel, the history and political contexts of Asian American identity
and issues (assimilation, identity formation, and language) influenced a stream-of-consciousness
exploration of narrative identity. Indeed, the multifaceted aesthetic qualities of these texts refuse
to be separate from their content.
The refusal to separate form from context is a kind of resistance against the containers
placed upon writers—like Cha and Lu—who themselves use such aesthetic qualities to defy
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categorizations shaped by social hierarchies of race, ethnicity, and gender. Further, the formal
experimentations of aesthetic qualities in Dictee and Pamela: A Novel are telling of
contemporary Asian American literature as their foundational work continues to influence
explorations of formal hybridity by twenty-first century writers, such as Monica Youn. This
tradition of Asian American literary experimentation expands upon the limits of genres and
reimagines aesthetic qualities in literature to reflect themes and concepts, as well as the societal
structures and political ideas that shape the hybridization of literary forms. In resisting
containment to a singular category—whether that be aesthetic or sociopolitical—Asian American
writers have expanded the boundaries of Asian American and, indeed, English-language
literature.
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